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ABSTRACT 

We use the localized approximation and some modified versions of the localized 

approximation to study the electromagnetic field interaction of a plane wave with a 

slab of complex permittivity. The approximation as originally proposed is based on 

the localization property of the appropriate Green's function and the smooth variation 

of the intemEil field. In our one-dimensional case, the Green's function singularity 

degenerates into a localized peak. We apply two iterative techniques to the localized 

procedure in order to better simulate the internal fields. The first technique involves 

iterating the governing equation once before adopting the localized approximation, 

while the second technique involves iterating the localized approximation once. A 

study of other approximations based on the Bom approximation is also included. 

In addition we present a generalization of the localized approximation using the 

Extended-Bom approximation. We compjire and contrast the performance of the 

various approximations in simulating the internal and external fields numerically. 

The localized approximation and the two modified versions are next used in one-

dimensional profile reconstruction based on a least-structured version of the least-

squares inversion method. We compare and contrast the performance of the approxi

mations in profile reconstruction. A noticeable consequence of these modifications is 
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an aggravation of the nonlinearity in the inverse problem. We investigate the conse

quences of this aggravation. We conclude with the introduction of a three-dimensional 

version of the localized approximation, the exploitation of which we leave for future 

work. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The task of electromagnetic profile inversion is extracting information about a 

material object from electromagnetic phenomenon observed or measured outside the 

material medium. The intrinsic quedity that sets inversion problems apart from pa

rameter estimation in statistics is that the imknowns are usually functions of space 

and time (or frequency). The implication is that, in principle, the solution contains 

an infinite number of variables and hence the problem is as underdetermined as it 

possibly can be. In addition inverse problems are well known to be nonunique. The 

nonvmiqueness of electromagnetic inverse problems have been well documented in 

the literature [l]-[9] and will not be considered here. Rather, the present work is on 

the effectiveness of localized approximations as originally proposed by Habashy et. 

al. [10], £md extensions thereto. As a vehicle for study, we consider a one spatial 

dimension problem involving scattering from a lossy dielectric slab, herein referred 

to as the slab problem. 

The one-dimensional integral equation that describes the functional relationship 

between observed (or measurable) electromagnetic phenomena outside of the one-

dimensional slab and its constitutive electromagnetic paxcimeters seems deceptively 
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simple. The difficulty is embedded in the integrjind of the integral equation. This in

tegrand is the product of the unknown total internal electric fields, a Green's function, 

and the unknown contreist in complex conductivity (or permittivity). We emphasize 

that the internal electric field is functionally dependent on the slab complex conduc

tivity profile. This renders the problem nonlinear. The starting point in obtaining 

a solution is finding an acceptable accurate approximation to the internal electric 

field. The first efforts in this direction were by Bom [11] and Rytov[12]. The poten

tials and limitations of the two approximations have been reviewed extensively in the 

electromagnetic literature [13, 10, 15, 16]. Beyond the well known approximations of 

Bom and Rytov, Habashy et. al. [10] proposed a nonlinear localized approximation 

based on the recognition that the Green's function has a singularity (in multidimen

sional problems) when computing the total intemal electric field at the source point. 

Hence for internal fields that cure smoothly varying, the field at the source point can 

be approximated by the field at the observation point. This approximation allows 

the intemal electric field to be explicitly determined from the Green's function and 

the complex conductivity contrast. As pointed out by Torres-Verdin and Habashy 

[17], the technique is more difficult to apply in one-dimensional problems where the 

Green's function singtilaxity degenerates into a localized peak or maximum. 

Herein, we modify the localized approximation by introducing two iterative tech

niques in order to partially circumvent the difficulties in one-dimension. In the first 
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technique we iterate the goveming equation once before adopting the localized ap

proximation in [10], while in the second case we apply the iteration once after the 

localized approximation. 

The first part of the present work deals with the evaluation of the effectiveness of 

the localized approximation (and modifications) in improving and/or enhzuicing accu

rate simulation of the total internal electric field. The second half of our work deals 

with the reconstruction of the slab conductivity profiles from noise contaminated 

synthetic data using the localized approximations cind modifications. Most of the re

construction techniques reported in the electromagnetic literature can be divided into 

two main groups, viz; the spectral-domain method which employs Fourier transform 

techniques cind the weighted least-squares method. In the case of weak scatterers, 

the Bom approximation is an acceptable accurate approximation and spectral meth

ods are appropriate. Indeed the scattered field is just the Fourier transform of the 

conductivity profile with parameter 2kh, where kb is the propagation constant of the 

homogeneous backgroimd medium. See the works of Tabbara [22]. Trantanella [19] 

used the method of super resolution to reconstruct high frequency dielectric constant. 

The bulk of the reconstructions reported in the literature have used the least-

squares method [23]-[31], based on minimizing the squares of the misfit between 

measured data and predicted data computed using a base model. A direct mini

mization of the least squtires of the data misfit is very unstable. Hence, practical 

least-squares methods adopt regularization techniques [32, 33, 34] for stability and 
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for creating the illusion of obtaiining a unique solution. Even though Levenberg [32] 

amd Maxquardt [33, 34] were the first ones to develop the regularization technique, 

it was not until 1977 that Tikhonov and Arsenin formalized the regularization into a 

theory in their now famous book [35]. 

In the least-squares method, it is important to select a model that ensures that 

any features exhibited by the model is required by the data [36]. Constable et. al. 

proposed a "smoothest" model based on minimizing the integral of the squares of 

the first or second derivative of the complex conductivity profile with respect to the 

slab axis. The model is called Occam's method. A generalization of the method 

was proposed later by Smith et. al. [37]. In their formulation, the derivative of the 

complex conductivity profile was taken with respect to a defined function of the slab 

auds, instead of just the slab axis. In that way, by changing the defined function they 

were able to change the characteristics of the model. 

It is important to note that the least-squares technique is L2 norm dependent and 

cannot estimate sharp discontinuities accurately. Rudin et. al. [38, 39] recognized 

this limitation in the least-squares method auid proposed the use of the Li norm for 

reconstructing shaxp changes in profiles accurately from noisy data. Kleinman et. al. 

[40] have adopted this method to reconstruct discontinuities in complex permittivity 

profiles. However, in their reported results, there was no firm basis for selecting a total 

variation penalty factor crucial to the accuracy of the reconstructions. This penalty 

factor was reportedly only determined after exhaustive numerical experimentation. 
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In the present work we adopt Occam's method [36] for its robustness and versa

tility. In the formulation we use the piecewise constant and linear profiles cis models. 

In chapter two, we introduce the slab problem. We derive an integral equation 

describing the electric field everywhere in spa^:e. For comparisons with existing lit

erature, we include formulations in terms of both complex permittivity and complex 

conductivity. 

In chapter three, we present the formulation of the localized approximation. Two 

extensions of the localized approximation are also formulated. In addition, we extend 

the Trantenella approximation [18,19] to include lossy profiles. (In their study Tran-

tcinella et. al. [19] modified the Bom approximation by including both a forward and 

a reflected wave approximation to the internal fields.) 

In chapter four, we specialize the family of localized approximations to piecewise 

constant profiles. In chapter five, we do the same for linecir profiles. 

In chapter six, we perform numerical simulations using the approximations de

veloped in chapter three. The simulations are carried out on the piecewise constant 

and the linear profiles. These results are evaluated for the various approximations 

against the exact solutions from transmission-line theory. We provide an exhaustive 

numerical study on the influence of both displacement and conduction currents on 

the accuracies of the various approximations. 

In chapter seven we give a description eind formalism of Occam's method. We 

compute explicit expressions of the Jax:obians for all approximations. 
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The reconstruction of conductivities from contaxninated synthetic data are per

formed in chapter eight. The effect of bsurkgrotmd complex conductivity profile on 

reconstruction is included. We edso investigate numerically the effects of frequency 

and slab peirtition element size on reconstruction. 

In chapter nine, as a basis for future work, we include a derivation (due to 

Habashy) of the genereilization of the localized approximation applied to the Extended-

Bom approximation in three-dimensions. We present our summary and conclusions 

in chapter ten. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Integral Equation Description of Slab 

In thds chapter we will give a description of the one-dimensionjJ slab problem 

eind perform a detailed derivation of the integral equation that governs the wave 

propagation in the slab. We will also derive the one-dimensional Green's function of 

the integreil equation. The derivations will follow closely those of [18]. 

2.1 Physical Description of Slab 

The geometry of the one-dimensional slab problem is illustrated in Figure 2.1. A 

slab of width d is located within the region 0 < z < d. It extends to +oo from —oo in 

both X and y directions. It has a dielectric constant of e, and conductivity of <Ja, which 

axe functions of space along the 2-axis. The slab is asstuned to be nonmagnetic with 

permeability /i<,. It is excited by a plane wave with the electric field linearly polarized 

along the y-axis. The wave is laimched from the region z < 0 and propagates in the 

positive 0-direction. It is generated by a plane sheet of electric current located in the 

region z <0. The wave is time harmonic with time dependence. 
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X infinity 

d 

in Ev (z) .. 

slab 
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Figure 2.1: Dielectric Slab with Complex Permittivity 
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The slab is embedded in a homogeneous background medium. The homogeneous 

background mediiun hjis a dielectric constant of £&, a conductivity of at, and perme

ability of fioi which cire all known quzmtities. In the next section we give a detailed 

derivation of the integrzil equation that governs wave propagation in the slab. 

2.2 Derivation of the Integral Equation 

With the time harmonic dependence assimied above, the Maxwell's equations that 

describe the wave phenomenon are 

VxE = - juf ioH (2.1)  

V x H  =  j u e E  +  J  (2.2) 

where E is the electric field vector in volts jmeter, H is the magnetic field vector in 

amperes I meter, J is the electric current density source in amperes I {square meter) 

and e is the complex permittivity defined by e = e — jal{u)). The magnetic source 

M in volts I {square meter) is zero in our problem. We assimie no veiriations in the 

X  and y  directions for both source eind slab. Hence we have d / d x  =  d f d y  =  0. The 

assumption above then decouples the TEz and TMz fields. For y-polarized J, only 

the TEMg mode is excited and the vector Maxwell's equations degenerate into scalar 

equations as follows: 

• -z:. . -r— = JUJtEy + Jy 
az 

^ (2.3) 
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We obtain the one-dimensional Helmholtz equation for wave propagation by taJdng 

the z derivative of the second equation in 2.3 and substituting it into the first equation 

in 2.3 to give 

S E ,  
dz^ 

+ k'^Ey = (2.4) 

where k is the complex propagation constant, defined for homogeneous background 

mediimi and the slab regions as follows: 

k1 = a;^/<o[e«(2) — in the slab, 

kl = u)^fio[eb — i<T6/a;] in the beickground mediimi, 

We define the complex permittivity profile of the slab cis 

(2.5) 

?(^) — ^hr (2.6) 

where the subscript r refers to the relative complex permittivity constant relative to 

free space. We note that q{z) 0 only within the slab. The complex propagation 

constant becomes 

k^ = kl i + M 
^br 

(2.7) 

where kb is the constant complex propagation constant of the homogeneous back

ground medium. We can then substitute for k^ in equation (2.4) to obtain 

+ k l E y = j u ;Jy- ^ q i z ) E ,  (2.8) 
dz^ ' ' ' €br 

We now solve equation (2.8) by the Green's function method [45]. Let us define the 

linear operator L as 

(2.9) 
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We write equation (2.8) in operator form as 

LEy =  juJy - ̂ q{z)Ey (2.10) 
Cir 

We next define an inner product of V and U as 

{V,U)=rVUdz (2.11)  
J—oo 

We take the inner product of LEy and the Green's function g, which is yet to be 

defined, to obtain 

{Qi — {^9i ̂ y) + 
dEy dg 

^ dz ^ dz 
(2.12) 

where the expressions on the right are obtained from integration by paxts. The 

boundary conditions on Ey are 

Um Ey = {i (2.13) 

Imposing the same boimdary conditions on g eliminates the second expression on the 

right of equation (2.12). We therefore define the Green's function problem for g as 

follows: 

Lg{z,z') = —6{z — z') (2.14) 

lim = 0 (2.15) 
•ioo 

The solution for Ey is then 

^ y { ^ )  = f  J y i z ' ) 9 {z,z')dz'+ f q{z')Ey{ z ' ) g ( z , z ' ) d z '  (2.16) 
J-oo £br Jo 

In the next section we will solve for the Green's function g { z ^  z ' )  explicitly. 
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2.3 Green's function 

In the previous section, we defined the Green's function problem as 

dz^ 

= 0 (2.17) 

where we have substituted the definition for the operator L. For z ^ z\ we have 

5^^ + t?s(z,z') = 0 (2.18) 

The solution of equation (2.18), subject to boundary conditions in equation (2.17) is 

z > z\ 
g { z ,  z ' )  =  <  (2.19) 

Qgih' Z < z' 

where h is on the proper Riemann sheet with ^{kb) < 0. Continuity of flr at z = 2:' 

gives 

B = (2.20) 

From the jump condition at z = z\ we obtain 

A + (2.21) 
J Kb 

Equations (2.20) and (2.21) can be solved simultaneously for A and B. Substituting 

the explicit solutions of A and B into equation (2.19) yields 
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which is the well-known one-dimensionzil Green's function for the one-dimensional 

Helmholtz equation with the appropriate boundary conditions. 

We next substitute for g { z ,  z ' )  in the integral equation (2.16) to obtain 

E , ( z )  =  

+:̂  t ̂ z')EJz')e-''̂ '̂-''W (2.23) 
iJCbr JO 

For a plane sheet of current located at 2 = —h, {h  >  0), we have Jy{ z )  =  Jo8{ z  -f- h) .  

Substituting for Jy{z) in equation (2.23) and performing the first integration yields 

f;,(z) = /' (2.24) 
Z j K f ,  I j t f t T  J Q  

If we choose Jo such that ~ju}fioJoe~^'''''^l{2jkb) = 1, then equation (2.24) becomes 

E y i z )  =  ^  q i z ' ) E y { z ' ) e - ' ' " ' ^ ' - ' y z '  (2.25) 
2 J C f y f  J  0 

For convenience, the subscript r in £br will be dropped. Our final form of the one-

dimensional integral equation is then 

Ey( z )  =  -t- /'' q ( z ' )Ey(z')e-'*"'^'-''W (2.26) 
2jei, Jo 

We wish to state that nothing is new in this derivation. We include it for the salce of 

completeness and to establish notation. 

2.4 Sigma formulation 

We next reformulate the integral equation in terms of complex conductivity (a). 

We define complex conductivity (^) by a = tr -f- jeuCo- From the integral equation, 
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we can write q { z )  = (c, — t b )  —  — <^6)/(wCo) and ^ = e6 — y<r6/(u;Co) as 

q { z )  = -i—[(o-,(z) - (Tft) + jwCoCe, - £5)] = - j ~ H ^ )  
UJCo WCo 

ib = (o-ft + ja;eoe6) = -J—<Tfc 
WCo WCo 

(2.27) 

When we substitute these expressions into the integrcd equation we obtain 

Eyiz) = e-''" + 2^ / ^)By{z')<lz' (2.28) 

which takes on the scime form as the original equation with the complex permittivities 

replaced by complex conductivities. Elquations (2.26) and (2.28) will be the centers 

of our investigation in the subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A Family of Localized Approximations 

In this chapter we formulate different approximate solutions to the one-dimensional 

integral equation of the slab problem. We apply the localized approximate solution 

introduced by Habashy et al. [10] to compute the electric field within the slab and the 

scattered electric field. We develop two new localized approximations to the slab's 

total internal electric field based on the original Habashy approximation. These are 

denoted as the Adopley and the Extended Habashy approximations. We also develop 

an approximation called the Habashy-Trantanella approximation for the total internal 

electric field. The method combines the Habashy localized approximation with the 

technique employed by Trantanella et. al. [19]. We include a complete derivation of 

the Trantanella method which we have extended to include the complex permittivity 

cases. Finally, we investigate whether the various approximations can be obtained 

from a generalization of the loccilized approximation [20] beginning with the Extended 

Bom approximation. 
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3.1 Habashy Approximation 

In the Habashy approximation [10], the total electric field at the source point is 

approximated by the total electric field at the observation point for observation points 

limited to the source support. In this way we cem rewrite the integral equation as 

E,(z) = E'^[z) + ̂ £nz')g(z,z')E,{z)dz' 

+ (3-1) 

where 

e^{z) = e"''" (3.2) 

If we move the second term on the right to the left right and factor out the common 

Ey{z) term, we obtain 

1 - ̂  ̂ q{z')9iz, z')dz' = z')[Ey{ z ' )  - Ey{ z ) ] d z '  

+ E'j^iz) (3.3) 

E y { z )  

We then solve for Ey( z )  as 

Eyiz) = r(z) 

where r(2) is defined by 

r { z )  =  

Eiri') + ̂ J%(z')g(z,z')[E,(z') - (3.4) 

2j€b 

-1 

(3.5) 

In the Habashy approximation, the internal electric field, Ey{ z )  is given by 

Ey{ z )  « r { z ) .  Ei^ i z )  (3.6) 
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and the error introduced in this approximation is 

r(j:) •  ̂i {z ' )g{z ,  / ) [£ , ( / )  - (3.7) 

In order to extend the domain of vEJidity and/or accuracy, we introduce two 

iterative techniques in the Habashy approximation. In the first case, which we call 

the Adopley approximation, we iterate the integral equation once before employing 

the localized approximation. In the second case, which we call the Extended Habashy 

approximation, we iterate the localized Habashy approximation once. 

3.2 Adopley Approximation 

Specifically, the internal field in the Adopley approximation is written as 

We incorporate the Habashy approximation by substituting the repeated approxima

tions Ey{l^) « Ey{z') w Ey{z) into the second term on the right of equation (3.9) to 

EAz') = E^(z') + ̂  (3.8) 

When this is substituted back into the integral equation, we obtain 

(3.9) 

obtain 

Iq ^^^'^3{z,z')q{Cjg{z\^)di (3.10) 
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We then solve for Ey{ z )  to obtain 

E y { z )  =  

where r(2) is given by 

BTU) + q(.z')g(z,z')E-^(zyz' rw (3.11) 

rw = 

-I 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

~ (^) Jo lo 

The error introduced is then given by 

r ( z )  •  H z ' ) s { z ,  z ' ) q ( O g { z ' ,  0  [ £ , « )  -  £ , ( ^ ) |  < K  

3.3 Extended Habashy approximation 

For the Extended Habashy approximation we begin with the Habashy approxima

tion by writing Ey{z') as r(2') • E^{z'). When we substitute this into equation (3.4) 

we obtain 

' h rd 

(3.14) 

E,iz) = nz)-E'^(z)-T(zf-e^(z)y^lgiz')g{z,zyz' 

+ mjf' ,-(z')9(z, z'lrw) • E-^W)dz' 

From the definition of r(2) in the Habashy approximation, we have 

r{zr' • [1 - r(z)l = t(.z')g(z, z-)dz' (3.15) 

We incorporate this into the previous equation to obtain a more compact form as 

E.(z) = r(z) • £j"(z) [2 - r(z)i 

+  ^ r ( z )  j U l , z ' ) g ( z , z ' ) r (z' ) - E <^(z')dz' (3.16) 
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3.4 Habashy-Trantanella approximations 

In judging our results, we shall mjJce comparisons with the original Trantanella 

method which we have extended to the case of complex conductivity. We also extend 

the localized approximation to the Trantanella model. These will be used in the 

numerical simulations for comparisons agdnst the other approximations and the exact 

solution from transmission-line theory. 

3.4.1 Trantanella Approximation 

Briefly in the Trantanella method, the internal electric field assumes the form 

Eyiz') = (3.17) 
2jei, Jo 

where A and B are constants determined from the continuity of the tangential fields 

at the boundary z = 0. This expression is substituted into the integral equation to 

obtain 

Ey{z )  =  ^  
ll€b Jo 

+ B-^ f 
2j£b JQ 

dz' (3.18) 

For 2 < 0 < z', we can rewrite equation (3.18) «is 

E y { z )  =  e - ' ' " "  + q{z')e-^^'""' 

2l€b Jo Jo 
(3.19) 
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In the above equation, we can express the last integration of the double integral as 

Jo Jo Jo 

+ e''"^ (3.20) 
Jo 

Define Q{2kb) and qav as 

Q{2h) = 
Jo 

rd 
dqav = / q{z)dz 

Jo 

We use equation (3.20) to evaluate equation (3.18) cis 

Ey{ z )  =  e - ' ' ' ' '  +  ̂ e ^ ' ' ' ' \ A Q ( 2 h ) + B d q a v ^ Q { 2 h )  
2.3 I 

+ ^2^1 ,-(z')d/(f ,-«)<£{) (3.21) 

At this point, Trantanella made the assumption that in the double integrals the slab 

profile q{z) can be approximated by its average value. The double integrals are then 

readily evaluated to obtain 

Ey{ z )  =  AQ(2kb) + B (^^^dqavQ{2h) + (3.22) 

where x is given by 

The constants A and B are evaluated by matching the internal and external tangential 

fields at the boundary z = 0. From the expression for the internal electric field, we 
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have for z! 

Ey{ z ' )  = + B (3.24) 

Matching the tangential electric and magnetic fields at 2 = z' = 0 yields the following 

two equations: 

1+5^ 
2J £6 

h 
2 j h  

AQ{2kb) + B y^j^dqavQ(2kf,) + x 

AQ{2h) + B {^^KvQ{2h) + X 

) 
- 1  

(3.25) 

We compute A and B to be 

A = 1 

B = Qi2h) 

Q{2ki,) (1 - dqav^) - X 

Using expressions for A  a nd B, we can write Ey{z) for z < 0 as 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Ey{ z )  =  
Q\2k) 

(3.28) 
2je, Q(2k,) (1 - ̂ dq^J) - X 

This completes the formal derivation of the Trantanella formulation. The major 

approximation in the Trantanella formulation is assuming the same propagation con

stant for the slab and backgroimd media. 
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3.4.2 Localized Extension 

We now combine the Habashy approximation with the Trajitanella method [18]. 

We approximate the internal field for an incident plane wave by 

Ey{ z )  = r(z). (3.29) 

where A and B are constants to be determined. The external field then becomes 

Ey{ z )  =  d z '  (3.30) 

for z < z'. We next evaluate the constants A eind B from the continuity of the 

tangential fields at the slab boundary. Matching the tangential fields at the boundary 

2 = 0, we obtain 

l  + A-Q,{2h)^B-Qg{Q) = r(0).(A + 5) (3.31) 

- I A - Q g { 2 h )  +  B - Q , { Q )  =  T { 0 ) - { B - A )  

+ ^(^ + ^]-^r(^)U (3.32) 

for the electric and magnetic fields respectively. From the definition of r(2) we 

compute its derivative with respect to z and obtain 

=  G F { q )  (3.33) 

where F { q ) ,  G  and Q g { - )  are defined by 

F { q )  = q{z')e-''""'dz' 
Jo 
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-2 kif 
a = rior^ 

Q,(ah,) = f' q(,2:'nz')e-i'^dz' 
Jo 

(3.34) 

We then rewrite equation (3.32) as 

r(0)-(-A + B) + (?F(9)-(A + S) = -l + A.Q^(2A;i) + B-gj(0) (3.35) 

We caui solve for A and B from the two equations above to obtain 

" X. [r(0) - IGf (,)] - iGF(5)x> 

^ ° Xa [r(0) - IGF{,)] - iGf (,)» 

where 

X. = r(0) - 0,(0) + icn?) {3-38) 

X6 = Q,i2ki,) - ̂GF(q) (3.39) 

We again note that the propagation constant for the slab region is the same as that 

of the homogeneous background. 

3.5 Generalized Local Approximation 

It is important to know whether some of the above approximations can be ex

tracted from a genercilized local approximation of the Extended Bom approximation 

[20]. We shall present the generalized local approximation and then show that the 
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vaxious approximations derived above are just special cases. In the formulation, we 

adopt the following generic form of the integral equation: 

E { z )  =  E b { z )  +  r  a { z ' ) G { z ,  z ' ) E { z ' ) d z '  (3.40) 
Jo 

where G { z ,  z') is the Green function ajid the support of a-{z) is (0, d). In this notation, 

the Green function G{z, z') for the one-dimensional problem is 

= (3.41) 
2J <76 

The Extended Bom approximations are accomplished by repeated iteration of the 

integral equation, namely, 

f:(z)=£fi„W+e„M (3.42) 
0 

where En{z) and e^^z) are 

E n { z )  =  f '  a { z ' ) G { z , z ' ) E n - i { z ' ) d z '  (3.43) 
JQ 

eN{z)  =  f  a{z i )G{z ,z i )dz i  f  a{z2)G{z i ,Z2)dz2- - •  (3.44) 
Jo Jo 

fd rd 

• / a{^ZN-\)G{ZN-2,ZN-T)dzii-i / d{zN)G{zN-uZN)E{zN)dzN 
Jo Jo 

with E o { z )  =  E b { z ) .  Only the first N—1 terms in the summation are kept with e s { z )  

defining the residual error, cn^z), the residual error, csui alternately be expressed as 

en{z) = /' a{z')G{z, z')er.-i{z')dz' (3.45) 

with e o { z )  =  E { z ) .  We may apply the localized approximation to equation (3.44) or 

equation (3.45) to derive two different results as follows: 
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3.5.1 First Approximation 

We apply the localized approximation repeatedly to equation (3.44) such that 

where A^/^(z) is the N-tuple integral given by 

rd _ 
A N  =  ( T ( Z I ) G ( Z , z i ) d z i  /  f f ( z 2 ) G ( z i , Z 2 ) d z 2  -  •  •  

Jo Jo 

rd ^ fd ^ 

• / a{zN-i)G{zs-2,ZN-\)dzN-\ / cr{zs)G{zN-uZN)dzN (3.48) 
Jo Jo 

Substituting equation (3.47) into equation (3.42), we get for the internal electric field 

E'^*{z)^rN{z)-^E4z) (3.49) 
0 

E { z n )  w E{zn-i) « • • • « E{z2) « E { z i )  « E { z )  (3.46) 

and we obtan 

e A r ( z )  =  A n { z ) - E { Z )  (3.47) 

where 

^n{Z) = [1 — Aiv(^)]~^ (3.50) 

For iV = 1 we note that 

(3.51) 

and the internal electric field becomes 

^••"'(z) « T i { z ) . Ebiz) (3.52) 



which is the Habashy approximation. For A/" = 2 we we note that 

= Eiiz) + f'9(2')G(,z,z')EtW)dz' 
0 

T a  ( 5 )  =  [ l  -  ^ W ) G { z ,  z ' ) d z '  a { z " ) G { z ' ,  z " ) d z "  
-1 

and we obtain the intemad electric field as 

Eb{ z ) +  f%{z')G{z,z')Ei,{z')dz' 
Jo 

which is the Adopley approximation. 

3.5.2 Second Approximation 

We can effect the localized approximation on equation (3.45) as 
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(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

^n(.z} fi(z) • Cn—1('^) (3.56) 

where 

fi(z) = a{z')G{z,z')dz' 
JQ 

The residual error e^^z) becomes 

(3.57) 

e„(z)s![n(z))''-f:(2:) (3.58) 

Again substituting equation (3.58) into equation (3.42) we obtcdn for the internal 

electric field 

N-\ 

E'^\z) « rAr(z) • Y .  En( z )  (3.59) 
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where 

r„(z) = [l - [Sl(2:)r] ATl-l 
(3.60) 

Once again we note that for iV = 1, this approximation yields the Habashy approxi

mation. For iV = 2, we note that 

rj(^) = [l -
-1 

(3.61) 

which we czm write in terms of ri(2) as 

r ^ i z )  =  [Tiiz)? 
2 T , { z ) - l  

(3.62) 

since 

/ a{z')G{z, z')dz' = 
Jo 

r i { z ) - l  

U z )  
(3.63) 

The internal electric field becomes 

£'"'(z) 
[ri(^)]^ 

2ri(^) - IJ 
Eb{ z ) +  f ''aiz')G{z,z')Etiz')dz' 

Jo 
(3.64) 

This is not the same as the expressions in the Extended-Habashy approximation 

derived above. It will therefore be left for future work. 

3.6 Limitations 

Before we conclude this chapter, we wish to comment on the limitations of the 

approximate solutions presented above. The conditions for the use of the Habashy 

approximation are; (1) the total field within the slab is smoothly varying; and (2) the 
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Green function has a singularity or is shaxply pe2Lked at r = r' [17], where r and r' 

are the observation eind source points, respectively. For multidimensional problems, 

the Green function fulfills the singularity condition. Exclusive of extremely shaxp 

discontinuities in complex conductivity profiles, a smoothly varying intemeil field is 

not an unreasonable asstmiption. In the one-dimensional case, the dominant part of 

the Greens function is nonsingular at 2 = z'. The best we can hope for is 

a localized maximum at 2 = z'. This is true for if Q'CArj) 0. We can 

therefore infer from the above analysis that the Habashy approximation will be most 

effective for systems with very lossy homogeneous badcground medium. 

The next approximate solution presented is the Adopley model. The iteration 

before the localized approximation is the Bom approximation, well known to be very 

effective for electrically small systems with low complex permittivity contrast between 

homogeneous background medium cind scatterer. Hence we expect the Adopley model 

to be more accurate for very low loss systems but with a lower frequency range than 

the Habashy approximation. 

In the Extended-Habashy approximation, part of the error term neglected in the 

Habashy model hcis been included. Thus we expect the Extended-Habashy approxi

mation to give better accuracy than the Habashy approximation imder similar con

ditions. In the case of the Habaishy-Trantainella approximation, we would generally 

predict better results from the more complete modeling of the wave phenomenon 

within the slab. 
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In the next two chapters we present complete solutions of the integral equation for 

piecewise constant and linear profiles of slab complex conductivities, using the various 

approximations presented above. We shadl present numerical simulations after the 

derivations in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Piecewise Constant Profile 

In this chapter we present solutions of the integral equation for piecewise constant 

profiles of the slab complex conductivity (a). The equations derived in this chapter 

will be used for the numerical simulations of the internal total electric field and the 

scattered external electric field at the boundaries of the slab. We first present the 

exact analytical solution using transmission line theory. 

For piecewise constant profile we partition the slab into iV-elements not necessarily 

even. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. We define the piecewise constant complex 

conductivity function of the slab to be 

N 

(4.1) 

where 

M ^ )  =  
1; 2 € ( Z n - l , 2 n )  

(4.2) 

0; otherwise 



complex permittivity slab of size 
Figure 4.1: Paxtitioned Slab of Nonuniform Size 
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4.1 Analytical Solution 

We present the transmission line solution of the fields inside a slab of constant 

complex conductivity profile from a uniform plane wave of unit amplitude normaJly 

incident at the boundary 2 = 0. The electric field is defined for each region as 

^v(2) = z 6 {0,d) (4-3) 

re-J^;  z>d 

The complex characteristic impedzince of the background and slab media are rji, and 

Tjg respectively. Matching the tangential fields at the boundary z = 0 we obtain 

I + — Ts Rs 

= Ts-Rs (4.4) 
Vb 

Adding and subtracting the two equations in (4.4), we obtain 

Ts 
^ I ^ L '/H 

Rs = ^ [l - -1 + [l + -1 (4.5) 

Also from matching the tangential fields at the boundary z  =  d,vfe  have 

(4.6) 

from which we obtain T as 

r = r, + (4.7) 

1 l + 5l' + ̂ R 1-^' 
~ 2 lb. 2 V b .  

1 l-5l '  + Ir 

+
 

•
 

~ 2 V b .  2 L Vb\ 
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where the solutions for T, and i?, are given in equation (4.5). In the above analysis, 

the solutions eire derived in terms of R. The solution for R can be derived from trans

mission line theory as follows: The slab is taken <is transmission line of length d and 

chaxacteristic impedajice of rjs [21]. The load dX z = d'ls the characteristic impedance 

of the homogeneous backgroimd medium i/j. We compute the input impedance at 

2 = 0 to be 

_ Tyfr+jT?,tan(M) ,. 
"* * »7» + j Vb t!ia{kad) 

which then becomes the load impedcince for the incident region with characteristic 

impedance t/j. We then compute the reflection coeflBcient R as 

R=§^ (4.9) 
+ V b  

where Zi = Z,„ which is given in equation (4.8) above. In the case of N slabs, the 

above process is repeated until the desired region is reached. This then gives the exact 

analytic solution for the slab problem from transmission line theory. This solution 

is used as the bench-mark against which the performance of the various localized 

approximations axe evaluated. 

4.2 Habashy Approximation 

For the Habashy approximation, the internal electric field is 

Ey{z)^riz)-Ei^{z) (4.10) 
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where for a plane wave incidence, and 

r(2) ^ = 1 - ̂  ^{z')9{z,z')dz' (4.11) 

In the case of the piecewise constant profile, the expression for r(z) depends on the 

partition element in which z is located. We identify z on the element by denoting 

r(z) as r^nC^)- Hence 

^ TTl~X PZrt  

r„(2)-^ = l - eP'^^'dz' 
L „=1 J'n-l 
N \  

+ ^ r e-^''<'''dz' + am H \ (4.12) 
n=m+l JZm-l ) 

After performing the above elementary integrations, we obtain 

r„W-' = 1 + ̂ 1 

N 

E ^"0 
-jkb^n _ p-jkbZn-

n=m+l 

n-l) O-mC -jkb'rt 1(4.13) I (4. 1  

The scattered electric field for 2 < 0 is therefore given by 

E'.M = f (4.14) 
71=1 

where r„(2) is defined above and An = Zn — Zn-i- We next derive the expressions 

for the scattered waves of the Adopley model. 

4.3 Adopley Model 

In the Adopley approximation, the scattered electric field for z < 0 is given by 

^v(-) rae-''"'''E{z')T{z')dz' (4.15) 
clCh Jo 2jdb 
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where E { z )  and r(z) axe defined as: 

2j5"6 jo 

for plane wave incidence. When we adopt the piecewise constant profile for a, we 

i d e n t i f y  z  o n  t h e  p a r t i t i o n  e l e m e n t  b y  p l a c i n g  a  s u b s c r i p t  o n  E { z ) .  H e n c e  E m { z )  

means that z is located on the partition element. Similarly for r(2), rp(z) means 

z is located on p"* partition element. This system of subscripting will be the stzindard 

for ail quatities in the piecewise profile analysis. Thus we have 

C Tl2S17l**l /*^Fl 
Era{z) = + E ^n/ dz'+a^e-^'"'' dz' 

Z ^  2 1 
+ e-^^'"''dz' + ^ T" e-^''"''dz'\ (4.16) 

n=m+l J 

When we evaluate the integrals in the above equation, we obtain 

Er.{z) 

4^6 

4crj, 

N 

n=m—1 
2 ffnkb{Zn - Z„_i) + ffm(2fc6[^ " 2„-l] " j) 

n=:l I ,-jkbZ 

msm+l 

^ktz (4.17) 

If we substitute the expression for cr into the F expression, we get 

r(2)-i = l-fr^?-') f^Cr^r e-^''<'\'-^\dz"£dm r (4.18) 
\^J<^bJ Jzn- l  Jzm-I  

With z on the p^'-element, we can write F as 

rp(z)-' = i+(^) 
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r  ( E ^ m r  
Jzp-l Vmsl "'*n»-l / 

+ r  e-''"'''dz' f  ̂  /'"* 
\m=l •''"-I / 

+ E ^ n T  e - i ' ^ d z ' ( j 2 ^m r  e--'*'l''-«lde) 
n=p+l •'^n-l \jn=l •'«m-l / 

(4.19) 

We note that the second integration in each term is the same one evaluated for F in 

the Habcishy model. Thus we have for the second integration, 

N -z ( fn- l  

m=l J^m-i t Lm=l 

N 
Yi ^rn 
m=n+l 

,-jktz 

+2<T„ — \ 4-(4.20) 
J jkb 

where z '  is on the n'^-element. In order to track the analysis, we make the following 

substitutions: 

n—1 

Y am 
m=:l 

N 

Qun = 5^ am (4.21) 
m=:n+l 

We can then write Tp{z)  as 

g r- + 2^n -
n=l •'^-1 

+ /' e '̂""'dz' (Qipe"-'*'^' + 2^p - Qupe''""') 
J Zp^\ 

+ (gipe-'*"-^ + 2ap - Qupe?'"'̂ ) 

n=,U-1 •'^n-l 
(4.22) 



where 

We performed the integrations to obtain 

(TpWl" = + 

+ i ( E I (4-23) 
\m=p+l / 

^ml(^) = ^jkbAmQlm + 4^m (e^'^ -

- Qum 

+ 4a„i - e""-'^-») 

Fpi(^) = (l+2iA;6Ap_i)Q/ip + ^?ape2j^^i-4^pe^*''''-' 

Fp2(^) = (H-2iA;6Ap)gc;p + C?£pe'''^'"''+4ape--''^'^'' (4.24) 

We aJso define the following quantities in the above expressions as 

Am = Ztn ^m—l 

Ap—1 = Z Zp^i 

A p  =  Z p ~  Z  

This completes the derivation of the necessary equations for the piecewise constant 

profile of the Adopley model. The external electric field is then given by 

E'yiz) « f e-''"'''En(z')rn{z')dz' (4.25) 
2.3 (Tb J£,n 

where En{z') and r„(z') are defined above. 
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4.4 Extended Habashy Approximation 

In the case of the Extended Habashy model, we only need to compute F which is 

the szime for the Habashy model. The approximation for the external electric field is 

therefore 

E'yiz) « e-''"'''Eniz')dz' ioT z<0 
27^6 ^ An 

L ^ r -
E'Jz) « y,(rn En{z')dz' for z >d (4.26) 

„=1 •'An 

where Ep{z) is given by 

EM = r,(^) • f e-"-[2 - rp(z)i + E r.c/).;/ 

+ -^<7p / e-''"'i'-''%{z')dz'] (4.27) 
2j(Tb ^Ap / 

r„(z) is the same as for the Habashy approximation. 

4.5 Trantanella Approximation 

In case of the Trantanella formulation, we needed to compute Q { 2 k f , )  and q a v  only. 

These we readily evaluate and find 

1 ^ 
9ou ~ "7 

n=l 

Q { 2 k f , )  =  
11=1 
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Thus for the piecewise constant complex conductivity profile the Trantanella approx

imation for {z < 0) is given by 

E,{z) = ^ 
Q(2k,) (l - - X 

where Q{2kb) and qav are defined above. This then completes the piecewise con

stant profile derivations. These equations axe used in the inversion formulations in 

subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Linear Profile 

We now introduce the linear profile by the following definition: 

cr = (5.1) 

where can accept complex values. We will first compute, the FnC^) of the Habashy 

model followed by evaluation of En{z') and r„(2') from the Adopley model. As 

was the case for the piecewise constant profile, results for the Trajitanella and the 

Extended Habashy formulation will be available from these computations. 

5.1 Analytical Solution 

In our numerical simulations conducted in the next chapter, the performcmce of 

the various approximations will be compared against the exact solutions for piecewise 

constcint and linear profiles of slab complex permittivity. We therefore present a 

solution of the differential equation governing wave propagation in a slab of linear 

complex permittivity profile. The differential equation governing wave propagation 

within the slab is given by 

^Ey{ z )  = -(J^ H o e { z )Ey{ z )  (5.2) 
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where £ ( z )  = ej + As noted earlier, ej = ej — i<Ti/(u;eo) is the homogeneous 

bjudcgrotmd complex permittivity tind q{z) = dtz is the difference between the slab and 

homogeneous background complex permittivities. We then rewrite the differenticil 

equation cis 

= -*:?[4 + az]i:,(z) (5.3) 

In the above equation, kl = = 1 — io'6/(wCoe6) Jtnd a = Qe ~jocsliu)eo£b)-

Here is the linear slope of the slab dielectric constant (e,) and a, is the linear 

slope of the slab conductivity (cr,). Let us denote + dz] by x, then from the 

chain rule we have 

= Tz 

where Qq = H is used for convenience. The differential equation then becomes 

(a,6,f-^E,{x) = -xE,{x) (5.5) 

Let X = where yS is an unknown parameter to be determined. We can apply the 

chain rule again to obtain 

±-L±  
dx $d( ' ' ' 

and our differential equation becomes 
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We note from the above differential equation that'd ^ then the differen

tial equation becomes 

(5.8) 

which is one form of the Riccati equation (y' = y^ + x with a transformation y(x) = 

—v'{x)fv(x)) [48]. It has solutions 

EyiO = CiAi{-0 + C2Bii-0 (5.9) 

where Ai and Bi are Airy functions of the first and second kind respectively. The 

constants Ci jmd C2 will be evaluated using transmission-line theory for a plane wave 

at normal incidence. We evaluate ^ from the various transformations as a function 

of z to be 

^ = ocy\ib6r'^^^ -h (5.10) 

where all the other parameters axe as previously defined. We define the following 

quantities 

K = («.&)"' (5.11) 

(5.12) 

Zd = Zo + kgd (5.13) 

The exact solution can then be expressed as 

Ey{z )  =  CiAi {—Zo — ksz )  +  C2Bi{—Zo — Kz)  (5.14) 
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The electric field outside the slab is given by 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where R and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients respectively. We match 

the tangential fields at the boundaries to obtain 

1 +R 

1- R 

C1Ai( -zo) + C2Bi( -zo) 

-j ( ::) [CtAi'( -zo) + C2Bi'(zo)] 

C1Ai( -zd) + C2Bi( -zd) 

-j (::) [CtAi'( -zd) + C2Bi'(zd)] 

From the last two equations we compute C2 as 

Ai( -zd) + j (t) Ai'( -zd) 
c2 = -c1 ( ) 

Bi( -zd) + j t Bi'( -zd) 

Upon adding the first two equations and substituting for C2 we find C1 to be 

where 

Bi( -zd) + j (t) Bi'( -zd) 
c1 = 2--------~~-----

AoBd- AdBo 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

AoBd [ Ai( -Z0 )- j (::) Ai'( -z0 )] [ Bi( -zd) + j ( ::) Bi'( -zd)] (5.23) 

(5.24) 

and 

These are the equations used in the exact simulation for the linear profile. 



5.2 Habasby Approximation 

Adopting the linejir profile of complex conductivity, we obtain for r(2) 
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r(z)-' = 1 - ̂ 0 t 
2jab  Jo  2jab 

(5.26) 

which can be written as 

(5.27) 

We evaluate the integrals eind find 

r(j)-' = 1 - 2^/3 [(l + (k)'Q{h)) - 2jh,^\ (5.28) 

where 

Q{h)  = ze -^ 'o 'dz  = ̂  [(1 + - 1 (5.29) 

The scattered external electric field for z < 0 is then 

2j(Tb 
(5.30) 

5.3 Adopley Approximation 

In the Adopley Approximation, the external scattered electric field is 

E'yiz) w z'e-''"'''E{z')T{z')dz' for z<Q 

E'Az) « z'e'''<'''E{z')T{z')dz' for z>d 
2ja'b Jo 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 
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where 

Ey { z )  =  e - ' ' ' o '  +  f  
2l(Th Jo 

(5.33) 

and 

r(z) = 1 + (^) (5-34) 

Since the above integrations are similar to the ones performed in the Habashy ap

proximation, we resist from going through the aigebra and present only the results. 

Performing the integrations we obtain Ey(z) and r(z) as: 

eyiz)  = 1 + j (l + "^jkhz - 2(^6^)^) ,-jkbz 

- 3-J— [1 + 
okfjctf, 

(5.35) 

= (^) Q0(fc6)[(l-2jMe'^'^-l] 

+ 2j [2; - (2ki,z + 2j -

+  (^0 (^6 )  -  2; [2i + (2ki,d + jihdf - 2j) 

- {hfQ{2h) - i [l - (1 + 2jhz)e~'^'"''] 

+ 2j [2j + (2hz + j{kbz)^ - 2j) - ^(A:52)^(3(*;6)) } (5.36) 

where Q{kb)  and Q{2ki , )  are defined as 

Q{h)  = l  +  {kby  f ze~ '̂''''dz = (1  +  jkbd )e' 
Jo 

q(2h)  = ze- ' i ' ^d!  = -^[{ l+2ihi ie- ' ' ' ^ - l ]  

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

This then defines the Adopley approximation for the linear profile. 
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5.4 Extended Habashy Approximation 

As was the case in the previous profile, the expressions for the Extended Habashy 

approximation can easily be extracted from the Habiishy model. Hence we obtain 

B^iz) w £z'e-^'"'''E{z')dz' for z<0 

z'eP'"'''E(z')dz' for z>d (5.39) 
" 2j<fj Jo 

where E { z )  is given by 

E { z )  =  r ( z )  •  ( e - ' ' " ' ' i 2  -  r ( z ) )  +  T  z ' r (z')dz' 
\ 2j<Jb Jo 

(5-40) 

where r(z) is the same for the Habashy approximation above. 

5.5 lYantanella Approximation 

As was the case for the piecewise constant profile, we only need to compute qav 

and Q(2kb) for the Trantanella approximation. From the definitions of qav and Q(2kb) 

we obtain the following results: 

qav = (^-41) 

Q{1h) = ^l^ze-^''"''dz = -^[{l+2jkbd)e-'''''»'-l\ (5.42) 

We use these results for qav and Q{2kb) in the expressions for the electric fields. 

A major limitation to the Trantanella Approximation is that, ^(2^6) cannot be 

accurately computed in multi-dimensions. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Numerical Simulations 

In this chapter, we perform our numerical investigation on the accuracy of the 

various approximations in modeling the internal electric field. The study is limited 

to two complex conductivity profiles, viz; the piecewise constant profile and the 

linear profile. Figure 6.1 shows the different types of piecewise constant profiles we 

investigated. These eire characterized as: "Constant" or "Uniform", "Left-Step", 

"Right-Step" and "Inclusion". The points z = 0 and z = d are referred to as the 

measurement boundaries. Also the actual space occupied by the slab profile within the 

measurement boimdaries we refer to as the slab region. For the "Uniform" profile, the 

slab region coincides with the measiurement boundaries. In the "Left-Step" profile, 

the slab region extends from the left mecisurement boundary, z = 0 to 2 = <//2, 

while for the "Right-Step" profile, the slab region extends from z = <//2 to the right 

measurement boundciry at z = d. The "Inclusion" profile is located symmetrically 

between the measurement boimdaries. Apart from the "Uniform" profile, all profile 

sizes are d/2 where d is the distance between the measurement boundaries in meters. 
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Figure 6.1: Types of the Piecewise Constaait Conductivity Profile of the Slab 
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We investigate the effects of homogeneous background loss-tangent, frequency and 

conductivity contrasts on model accuracies. The first p«irt of the numerical investiga

tions involves the uniform piecewise constant profile. The numerical simulations axe 

compared against exact closed-form solutions from transmission-line theory. Each 

individual model has been tested at three distinct regions of loss-tangent for the 

slab. The first test is for a slab of very high loss-temgent when conduction currents 

dominate energy propagation. The second test is for a slab of moderate values of loss-

tangent when conduction and displacement currents are of equal strength. Finally we 

tested a slab of very small loss-tangent when displacement currents dominate energy 

propagation. 

The numerical investigation of the linear profile is performed on both lossless and 

lossy systems. In the lossless system, we jin perform absolute comparison against the 

exact solution from tremsmission-line theory as computed in the previous chapter. 

For the lossy system we consider only comparative evaluations among the different 

models. This is the result of our inability to locate a reliable routine to generate con

sistent and accurate numerical values for the Airy functions of complex arguments. 

Below are some of the results of our numerical investigations. 

6.1 Constraints on the Background Medium 

Before we present our numerical residts, we digress to examine the physical impli

cations of the complex conductivity slab profile and characteristic properties required 
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of the homogeneous backgrotind medium to effectively model field propagation in a 

lossy slab. From contraction theory, it cim be shown that a necessary requirement is 

that the homogeneous background medium must be complex for accurate simulation 

of the internal electric field using iterative methods. 

6.2 Piecewise Constant Profiles 

The numerical simulations for the piecewise constant profiles axe for the internal 

toteil electric fields and the external scattered fields on the boundaries of the slab. 

We first present results on the internal total electric fields. 

6.2.1 Internal Electric field 

The first set of numerical investigations is on the uniform profile. The numerical 

simiilation is for the total internal electric field inside the slab. The width of the 

slab is 1.0 meter. The loss-tangents for both the backgroimd and the slab are given 

on the individual plots. Also provided are the permittivities and conductivities of 

both background and slabs. In Figure 6.2 we perform a check on all models, by 

allowing the slab and the homogeneous background medium to have the same complex 

permittivity profiles. As expected the results are exact. All parameters used are 

defined on the figures. In Figure 6.3, the parameters are selected to obtain a loss-

tangent of 1.8 for the slab and 1.8 x 10"^ for the homogeneous backgroimd medium. 

The dielectric constant of both the homogeneous background mediimi and the slab 
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Internal Electric Field: Uniform Profile 
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Internal Electric Field: Unifornn Profile 
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is 1.0. This gives a complex conductivity contrast of 10^ between the homogeneous 

background medium and the slab. We note that the Habashy model provides the 

least eiccurate results. It underpredicts both the magnitude and phase of the electric 

field at the incident edge of the slab, while overpredicting at the transmission edge. 

The Trantcinella model gives the best result, with perfect match a.t z = 0. We note 

also that the Extended Habashy model gives much better results than the Habashy 

model. These results cire consistent with the predictions. In Section 6.1 we noted 

that the accuracy of the Habashy approximation for lossy systems demands that 

(Tb ^ 0. This condition is violated. The Adopley model gives slightly better residts 

than the Habashy model. This is because of the Bom approximation incorporated 

into the Adopley model. However the complex conductivity contrast is beyond the 

effective range of the Bom approximation as given in [16]. The final trace is for the 

Trantanella-Habashy model. It is observed to give very accurate predictions at the 

leading edge of the slab. But the accuTeicy falls off as we approach the slab trailing 

edge. This is because in the formulation we computed the constant parameters using 

the tangential fields at the leading edge. 

In Figiure 6.4, we reverse the relative magnitude of the loss-tangents of the slab and 

homogeneous background medium from that of Figure 6.3. The Trantanella-Habashy 

model is the least accurate for the magnitude plots. In the phase plots, the Habashy 

model produced the le2«t accurate results. From careful examination of Figures 6.3 

and 6.4, we note that the sign of the errors for the Habashy models in Figure 6.3 are 
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Internal Electric Field: Uniform Profile 
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the negative of those of Figure 6.4 at both the leading and trailing edges of the slab. 

We see that when the homogeneous bawdcgroimd medium is less conductive than the 

slab, the Habcishy model predicts lower values at the leading edge of the slab and 

higher values at the trailing edge in both magnitude eind phase. The exact opposite 

is true if the homogeneous background medium is more conductive than the slab. 

As we expect, the Extended Habashy model is consistently more accurate than the 

Habashy model as predicted in Chapter 2. 

In Figure 6.5 we increased the homogeneous background medium conductivity to 

5.0 and that of the slab to 10.0. The frequency of simulation is also decreased from 

IQ.^MHz to QAQMHz. The dielectric constants of the two media are kept at 1.0 

without any change. We note the decrease in complex conductivity contrast from 

10' to 2.0. In Figure 6.6, we use the same parameters as Figure 6.5, except that we 

reverse the conductivity contrast. The Habashy model shows better accuracy than 

the Adopley model for magnitude plots in Figure 6.5. In Figure 6.6 the magnitudes 

plots are more accurate for the Adopley model than the Habashy model as we reverse 

the conductivity contrast. As was noted earlier, the Extented Habashy results are 

more accurate for both magnitude and phase plots in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 than the 

Habashy results. In the phase plots of Figiure 6.6, the Adopley model in fact gave 

more accurate results than the Triintanella model. The Trantanella-Habashy model 

continues to predict accurate results at the leading edge of the slab, but its predic

tion at the trailing edge is very poor. It seems to be a general trend for the Adopley 
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Internal Electric Field: Uniform Profile 
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Internal Electric Field: Uniform Profile 
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Internal Electric Field: Unifornn Profile 
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model to outperform the Habashy model when the homogeneous beickground medium 

is more conductive than the slab. In Figure 6.7 we set the badsground conductivity to 

Q.lQs/m and that of the slab to l.Os/m. This increases the conductivity contrast be

tween the slab and the background to 10.0. This is beyond the Bom approximation. 

This produces very poor results of the Adopley model in the magnitude plots. How

ever, the phase information from the Adopley model is competitive with the other 

models. The best results are provided by the Extended Habashy and Trantanella 

models. The magnitude and phase predictions from the Trantanella-Habashy model 

were consistently inferior to those of the Trantanella model for cdl the plots consid

ered. Thus in subsequent investigations we have removed the Trantanella-Habashy 

model. 

In the next set of investigations we simulate the boundary electric field using both 

the internal and the external approximate formulations. Of particuleir interest is the 

frequency range within which the internal formulations can be used to effectively sim

ulate the boundary electric field. This stems from our observation that, apart from 

the Extended Habashy model, the expressions for the internal fields are available to 

us in an exact closed-form, unlike the exterucil formulation which requires numerical 

integration. The use of the internal expression for the boundary field would therefore 

cut the computation cost in our inversion algorithm. At the same time we expect 

reduction in numerical noise from less computation. In Figure 6.8, we plotted the 
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Internal Electric Field at z=0: Uniform Profile 
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computed electric field at the bovmdary z = 0 as a function of frequency using the in

ternal formulation. The dielectric constant and the conductivity of the homogeneous 

background are 1.0 and 0.10s/m respectively. The slab profile is the uniform type, 

with dielectric constant of 1.0 aind conductivity of 0.25sfm. The gives a complex 

conductivity contrast of 2.5. The range of the background loss-tangent is given on 

the figure to be 3.6 x 10^ to 1.8 x 10®. The maximum frequency of simulation is 

O.bMHz. Within acceptable numerical errors, we observe very good agreement from 

all models for frequencies below O.lMHz except the Habashy model. The phase in

formation from the Habashy model is poor. It is of interest to note that apart from 

the Trantanella model, the Adopley model gave the best phase information. It is also 

of interest to notice that even though the TrantaneUa-Habashy model was derived by 

matching tangential fields at the incident boimd«iry (z = 0), the Adopley model still 

gave better results. In Figure 6.9 we increased the conductivity contrast from 2.5 to 

10.0 by increasing the conductivity of the slab from 0.255/m to l.Os/m. We observe 

a drop in the frequency range for accurate simulation. The Trantanella formulation 

gives the best results in field magnitude information. However we notice a rapid 

degradation in phase information at frequencies above O.ZVlMHz. The magnitude 

information is better for the Habashy model compared to the Adopley model. This 

is in contrast to the results of Figure 6.8. Generally, we observed from our numerical 
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simulations that for high conductivity contrcists, the Habashy model predicted bet

ter results at least in the field magnitude information. This is consistent with our 

expectations from Chapter 2. 

In many practiced situations, the exact location of the slab boimdary is not avail

able as a priori information. In the next set of investigations, we therefore placed the 

slab boundary at points that are not necessarily the physical boundary of the slab; 

indeed we eiUowed for the extension of the background media into the slab region. 

In Figure 6.10, the background extends midway into the slab. This is the "Right-

Step" profile type shown in Figure 6.1. The background and the slab parameters are 

the same as used in Figure 6.8. We note accTirate field prediction from all models 

except the Habashy model, within the frequency ranges considered. Also compar

ing the results of Figure 6.10 against that of Figure 6.8, we note that the results of 

Figure 6.10 are more accurate. This is expected from the fact that the effective slab 

size is smaller in Figure 6.10. However we notice a divergence in phcise information 

from the Adopley model. The Habashy model showed increasing error at the higher 

frequencies particularly in the magnitude plot. 

Figure 6.11 shows the results of the "inclusion" slab profile where the slab is 

located symmetrically within the measurement boimdaries. The parameters for the 

background and the slab are the same as those of Figure 6.10. The Habashy model 

gave poor results with error in predicted values increasing with frequency. The rest 

of the models predicted almost perfect results in the magnitude information. In the 
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Internal Electric Field at z=0: Unifornn Profile 
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Internal Electric Field at z=0: Right-Step Profile 
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Internal Electric Field at z=0: Inclusion Profile 
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Internal Electric Field at z=0: Left-Step Profile 
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phase plot, the Adopley model shows some deviations for frequencies above O.lMHz. 

Once again £is expected, the results are better than those of the uniform profile. 

The results of a "left-step" profile are shown in Figure 6.12 where the slab extends 

from the incident edge {z = 0) and ends midway in the measurement region. The 

parameters used are the same as those for the previous profiles. While the Habashy 

model shows a slight improvement in the magnitude plots, we notice a decrease 

in accuracy for the Adopley model. The phase information from the Adopley and 

Habashy models aie very poor. In this particular case, we can consider the phase 

information lost for the two models. It appears to be genercJly true from Figure 6.12 

and from extensive numerical investigations that when the observation point at z = 0 

coincides with the slab boundary and there is a discontinuity within the slab, the 

phase information from the Adopley model is usually very poor. 

6.2.2 External Scattered Electric Field 

The next set of numerical simulations is for the electric field at the boundaries 

z = 0 and z = d using the external formulation. We computed the integrals of the 

approximations numerically using 10-point Gaussian quadrature. In Figure 6.13 we 

plot the magnitude and phase of the scattered electric fields at the boimdary z = 0. 

The parameters for the homogeneous backgroimd and the slab media axe the same 

as those employed in Figure 6.8. The maximum frequency of simulation however is 

increased to l.OMHz. We notice much higher accuracy from the external formulation. 
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External Electric Field at z=0: Unifornn Profile 
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External Electric Field at z=0: Unifornn Profile 
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All the models were very acciirate in the magnitude plots except the Adopley model, 

which shows some error at frequencies above 3.1623 x The Adopley model 

aJso shows phase error above the same frequency of 3.1623 X lO^ffz. The rest of the 

models gave perfect phase information. In Figure 6.14 we simulated the scattered 

field at z = 0 using the same pcircimeters as in Figure 6.9. As was noted from the 

internal field simulations at z = 0, the Jiccurticy of the Adopley model decreases with 

increase in complex conductivity contrast. We note from this particular plot that 

the Habashy and Trjuitcinella models gave the best information both on magnitude 

cind phase. It is of interest to note that the Habashy model actually performed 

better thcin the Extended Habashy model. This is contrary to what was predicted 

in Chapter 2. However we note that the Extended Habashy model is the only model 

without an analytical closed-form solution for the internal fields. Thus the repeated 

numerical integration in the Extended Habashy model has amplified the numerical 

noise, compromising its accuracy. 

Apart from imiform slab partitioning, we also used what we called "uneven ele

ment" partitioning in addition to uniform partitioning. Contrary to imiform parti

tioning in which each partition element is of the same size, in the "imeven element" 

partitioning the (n+1element size is a times the n"' element size for n = 1,2 • • • iV, 

where a is a fixed constant called amplification factor. We note that when the ampli

fication factor is 1, we recover the uniform partitioning. The effect of amplification 
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External Electric Field at z=0: Uniform Profile 
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factor in the "imeven element" partitioned slab is shown in Figure 6.15. The homo

geneous background amd slab parameters are the same as those of Figure 6.14. The 

element junplification factor is set at 1.5. There is no noticeable difference between 

the plots in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. However, from other numerical investigations the 

element amplification factors tend to increase model accuracies for "uniform" profiles. 

We wish to state that the uneven partitioning was restricted to "uniform" profiles 

only. This is because, it Wtis very difficult to fix the slab profile boimdaries at the 

same z locations as we vary the amplification factor for the other profile types. The 

amplification factor used is selected from numerical experimentations. It is generally 

true that very high amplification factor values tend to initial instability in the models. 

All the investigations we conducted next Me for the uniform element partitioning 

where the element amplification factor is 1.0. Results from "Left-Step", "Right-Step" 

and "Inclusion" profiles are shown in Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18, respectively. The 

pcirameters used axe the same as those for Figure 6.10 with the exception that d 

in the external field investigations is twice the d used for the internal fields. The 

profile size is l/2d cis shown in Figure 6.1. As shown in the plots, the accuracies are 

better for both magnitude and phase information thcin the corresponding "Uniform" 

profile. This is predicted by the theory from the effective smaller profile size. Of 

particulcir interest are the predictions from the Trantanella and Trantanella-Habashy 

model. It is surprising that even though these two approximations were formulated by 

matching the tangential fields at the boundary 2 = 0, they were le«ist accurate for the 
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Externol Electric Field at z=0: Left-Step Profile 
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External Electric Field at z=0: Right-Step Profile 
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External Electric Field at z=0: Inclusion Profile 
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"Right-Step" profile. Our only possible explanation is the fact that the measurement 

boundary at z = 0 is not the actual slab boundary which is halfway between the 

measurement boundaries, z = 0 and z = d. 

The results from a reverse "Left-Step" profile eire shown in Figure 6.19. The 

homogeneous background parameters are the same as before. For this particular 

profile, the background extends hcdfway into the measurement region and ends at 

z = d/2. The measurement region from z = d/2 to z = d has conductivity of O.OdsIm 

which is below the backgroimd value of O.lOs/m. Apart from the Trantanella and the 

Trantcinella-Habashy models, all models predicted perfect results for both magnitude 

and phase information. The Trantanella model shows instability for frequencies above 

3.1623 X 10®if2. From numerical investigation, we foimd that, for this particular set 

of parameters, 

in equation 3.28 of the Treintanella approximation assumes a minimum value in mag

nitude at the frequency of 2.26^Hz. This is a direct consequence of the basic assimap-

tion made by Trantanella that the slab profile can be approximated by its average 

values in the double integral computation. This allowed Trantanella to evaluate the 

double integrals analytically. The last two plots on the piecewise constant profile are 

shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. The parameters employed are those of Figures 6.13 

and 6.14 respectively. The only dilFerence is that the fields are computed at the 

boundary z = d. In Figure 6.20 where the complex conductivity contrast is only 

(6.1) 
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2.5 all the models predicted very good results. However as the complex conductivity 

contrast is increased to 10.0, all models begin to show some error at high frequen

cies. The Habashy model, emerges as the best model, outperforming the Extended 

Habashy. 

6.3 Linear Profiles 

The last set of plots are for the linear conductivity profile. The plots will be for the 

total internal field and the scattered external field on the slab boundaries. Because 

of computation diflSculties in evaluating Airy functions with complex argxmaents, 

we shall perform absolute comparisons for the approximations only for the lossless 

slab. For the lossy slab, the comparisons will be limited to relative evaluation of the 

approximations. 

6.3.1 Internal Electric Field 

In the first group of these simulation results, shown in Figures 6.22-6-26, we limit 

ourselves to the lossless slab cases only. These are compared against the exact closed-

form solution. It is of no surprise to note in Figure 6.22 that the Habashy formulation 

produced the least accurate results, especially in the field magnitude plots. For 

e — slope of 0.5, all approximations except the Habaishy model predict the internal 

electric field very accurately both in magnitude amd phase. When e—slope is increased 

to 1.0 we observe a slight decrease in accuracy for the Extended Habashy model in 
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External Electric Field at z=d: Uniform Profile 
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External Electric Reld at z=d: Uniform Profile 
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Internal Electric Field: Linear Profile 
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Internal Electric Field: Linear Profile 
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Internal Electric Field: Linear Profile 
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Internal Electric Reld: Linear Profile 
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Internal Electric Field: Linear Profile 
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the case of the magnitude plots. The phase plots show a relatively consistent degree 

of ciccuracy. From Figure 6.24 we observe a noticeable amount of degradation in 

accurcicy for the phase plots of the Adopley model. However we also note a high 

degree of eiccuracy for the magnitude plot for the Adopley model. The higher phase 

error may be attributed to numerical computations since the phaise is more sensitive 

to noise than the magnitude. When the e — slope is further doubled to 4.0 we note 

appreciable degradation in accuracy for the magnitude plots in all models except 

the Trantzinella model. The Adopley approximation shows the least accuracy in the 

phase plots. In Figure 6.26, we increase the e — slope to 10.0. We note a general 

breakdown for all models except the Trantanella model which consistently predicts 

relatively very accxirate results for both magnitude and phase plots. 

6.3.2 External Scattered Electric Field 

Our next group of plots deals with the complex slope for the lossy slab. We re

mark that we were unable to generate satisfactory results using the exact formulation 

for complex arguments of the Airy functions. Also we were unsuccessful in locating 

tabulated results of the Airy functions with complex argument that we could verify 

our computations against. We have therefore elected to perform a relative compar

ison between the various approximations for the lossy-slab cases. These results are 

shown in Figures 6.27-6.34. In these figures the Extended Habashy model always 

predicts higher values for both magnitude and phase than the Habashy model at 
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External Electric Eield: Linear Profile (d=1.5) 
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External Electric Field: Linear Profile (d=1.5) 
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External Electric Field: Linear Profile (d=1.5) 
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External Electric Held: Linear Profile (d=1.5) 
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External Electric Field: Linear Profile (d=1.5) 
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External Electric Field: Linear Profile (d=1.5) 
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high frequencies. One other prominent feature from these plots is that the Habashy 

model consistently predicted higher magnitude and lower phase values than the Tran-

tanella model at high frequencies. We also observed that as the conductivity slope 

is increased, the Habashy Jind the Adopley models predict the scime values in the 

magnitude. At high frequencies the Adopley model predicts a lower phase than the 

Habashy model for conductivity slope above 0.4s/m^. 

From our numerical simulations we observe that the internal field evzJuation at 

the boundary was most accurate in almost all cases for the Trantanella approxima

tion. We believe this to be a direct result of specifictdly enforcing field continuity 

between the internal eind the external expressions at the boimdary z = 0. It was 

also noted that the Habashy approximation improves in ax:cxiracy with an increase in 

conductivity contrast. This we explain by the localization of the Green's fimction for 

higher conductivities, thus fulfilling the conditions imder which the approximation 

was valid. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Inversion Algorithm 

In this chapter we present a formulation of the inversion algorithm. It is based on 

the philosophy of obtaining the best model with minimum structure or "roughness". 

This partictilar inversion method, called Occam's method [36] is described below. It 

is a practical scheme which optimizes the step size at each and every iteration while 

maintaining the computational eflBciency of layered models. The end result is a stable 

and rapidly convergent algorithm. We now present the specifics of the method. 

7.1 Occam's Method 

The traditional least-squares inversion for simple layered models derives its stabil

ity from the smoothness of the model function within the layers. Thus a two layered 

model requires perfectly piecewise smooth model function with a single discontinuity. 

With an increase in number of layers, this restriction is relaxed. However as the num

ber of layers increases, the layer size at some point falls below the resolving power of 

the observed data. The model then tends to exhibit features not required by the ob

served data. Simple layered model fits then become a delicate game played between 

suppressing significant structures from including too few parameters to introducing 
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phantom structures from including too many paraimeters. One school of thought is 

that, one should permit the model to be as flexible as possible while explicitly sup

pressing complexity. In [36], this is achieved by defining a roughness peurameter as 

the integrated square of the first or second derivative with respect to width (size) viz: 

"'-/(S)'" - I'-'i 

where 111(2) is the model of, in our particular case, complex conductivity. In our 

inversion we employ a piecewise constant model defined by 

ni(^) = ni./f(z) (7.2) 
i=l 

where 

!

1; 2 € (2,-1, Zi) 
(7.3) 

0; otherwise 

A discrete version of the roughness parameter that utilizes difference rather than 

differenticJ operators is 

- in,_i)^ (7.4) 
t=2 

and 

N 

i?2 = - 2m,• + m,_i)^ (7.5) 
i=2 

We denote M measured data as dj with j = 1,2,These axe the observed 

scattered electric field at the slab boimdary for our particular problem. We assume 

that each datum dj is associated with am error estimate Uj. We also assume that 
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the uncertainties associated with the measured data are due to zero-mean Gaussian 

processes which are independent in each of the observed datum. The i/j then become 

the standard deviations. It is instructive to re£dize that this is a great deal to assume. 

But in the light of very poor and often negligible information about error statistics, 

it is vain to employ more refined statistics that are usually not worth the enormous 

additional labor involved. Even though the zero-mean independent Gaussiein process 

is most pervasive in the literature, other forms of error statistics have been used 

[47], We predict the measured data through a discrete model as dj = Fy[m] and 

define the acceptability of the model prediction to the actual values with a weighted 

Least-square error 

where as defined eaxlier Uj is the uncertainty in the j datum. Here we assume 

statistical independence in the error. 

We may state the mathematical problem as follows: presented with a set of mea

sured data dj with the associated uncertainties i/y, find a model m that minimizes 

Ri or R2 while is kept below some predefined threshold value. This is a nonlineax 

optimization problem and there is no guarantee that some m,- will reduce to a 

low enough value. However, we assume that, with some constraints on the model 

parameters consistent with the physics of the problem, we can obtain a good enough 

model that will provide a reasonable fit to the observed data. We now proceed to 

define our cost function to be minimized. We represent Ri and R2 in matrix operator 

(7.6) 
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form cis 

ri = llimf 

ri = ll££m||' 

where £ is aji iV x iV matrix defined by 

S = 

0 

-1 1 0 

-1 1 

Also is given eis 

-1 1 

X^ = \\Wd-WF[m]\\^ 

W i s M x M  d i a g o n a l  m a t r i x  g i v e n  b y  

W = diag{l / t / i , l / i /2,--- l /vM} 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

The uncertainties Vj are assumed to be zero-mean independent Gaussian processes. 

Thus has a distribution with expected value of M. 

From constraint theory, we apply the Lagrangian multiplier to define our cost 

function U as 

U = ||4m||= + [wm - lEf MIf - X^} (7-12) 

where the first term of U is the roughness and the second term is the misfit weighted 

by the Lagrajigizm multiplier. In nonlineax analysis we compute F[m] to the first 
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order due to a perturbation of the model mi 

/^[mo + A] = i^[nio] + Jo A + e (7.13) 

where e is a vector with magnitude of o||A|| and Jq is s the Jacobian defined by 

Jo = VmF[m] (7.14) 

and A = nil — mo- The implicit assumption is that F[mo] is diferentiable about the 

base model mo- Approximating F[mi] as F[mo] + JqA and substituting into U, we 

have 

U = ||<m,||' + M"' {||fl:(d - F[niol + J„m„) - - xS} (7,15) 

Under this approximation, we define iiii as the model that minimizes U. Then we 

employ lineeir theory to obtain for dU/dmi = 0 

where d = lil(d — Ffrpo] + Joino). We then generate an iterative scheme by selecting 

fi to jaeld the desired misfit from computation, mi is then used to compute m2 until 

the scheme converges, if at all. It may be shown that if the system converges, it 

solves the original minimization problems with the final solution independent of the 

stating values, provided the minimum is unique. 

The iterative method adopted in [36] did not follow the usual straightforward 

minimization. Instead, the authors employed a modified iterative scheme that proved 
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to be very effective in our case. It is as follows: Suppose we have the iterate; then 

we define the vector 

+i5iu''(na»)]'' {wikfrnk) 

Next a 1-D line search is employed to find fi that minimizes the true misfit given by 

This is because any initial guess is usually far from the true model amd whatever value 

of fi is selected, Xk is always greater than After a number of minimizations fi is 

selected for Xk to match x« exactly. In our version of Occam's inversion, we did not 

implement the last procedure. Instead, we define a set of convergence criteria which 

tenninates the process whenever a criterion within the set is satisfied. We adopted 

this modification after we found from extensive nimierical experimentation that it is 

not always possible to find a model vector m that will match a particular exactly. 

The inversion has been applied to three versions of the localized approximations 

developed in the previous chapters. These are the Adopley model, the Habashy 

model and the Extended Habashy model. 

Before presenting any results we give a derivation of the Jacobian matrix for the 

Adopley, Habashy and the Extended Habashy models. In our derivation our model 

parzimeters are a and t which were denoted by m in the above derivations. All 

derivations are carried out for the <7 formulation. The e system of equations is not 

different from the a one. Indeed the e derivation can be obtziined by inspection from 

the a results. 
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7.2 Adopley Model 

From the a formulation presented earlier we have 

E^iz) « e-^'^' 'E,,iz')Tniz')dz' {otz<0 
"J n=l n=l 

E'y{z) «  E^{z ')Vr ,{z ' )dz'  for z>d (7.16) 
^JO"6 ^ •'An 2J<T6 

where Ep{z) and rp(z) are given by equations (4.17) and (4.23) respectively. We 

will restrict the Jacobian derivation for z < 0 only; the Jacobian lor z > d could 

be written down by inspection. (Note: d in this section represents the slab size 

and not data point as in the optimization formulation.) For convenience we denote 

Ey{z < 0,a;) as £/0(a;) where ui is the frequency of measurement. £^0(u;{) becomes 

(7.17) 

where kb is computed at w/. The Jacobian Jip is defined as 

.  6{EQ{u,))  

We then have for the Adopley model (2 < 0), 

where 

{j  — 2kb(z — 2p_l))  e"- '^ + Q-^jkbZpQjktz — p 
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(rpW)-' = 
dffn " " 

-jkbz 

E ^m-~fm2{<^) + crj,-^fj,2{a) 
^m=p+l 

d(tn 
,-ikiz 

- ^-fn2(^)+ 53 + ^p^-fp2(o-j e'^l n>p 

(rp(^))-' = 
d<tn 

2ffp 

^ d d E ^m-^fm2{^) + Fp2(^ + ̂ p—Fp2(^) 
lm=p-H d(Tn dan je '^ l  n =  

dan 
i^ml(o-) = 

dan 

k f f ^ T t i L m  n  K .  t n  

—  j  n >  m  

{2jh/:^n-^qln + 4 

— n = tn 

(^-2ikbZm _ (g-ZjArfcZm-i^ n< TTl 

2jkbAm^Qum n>m 
rt-\ = ^ " 

{2ifc6A„5^Qi;„ + 4 

+ — e-'^j*'bzn-x>j ,j _ , 

•fm2(^) = ^ 

m 
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d<tn 
fvii^) = 

(l+2ifc5Ap_i)5^QLp n<p 

„ > p  

|e2ife6«p_i 

+(1 + 2iA:6Ap_i)5^i?Lp} n = p 

dan 
fp2{^) = 

g-2ife,Zp^Q^^ "<P 

(l+2ifc5Ap)5^(5up n>p 

|e-2i*^i>'?^g^p + 4e-j'ffc2p 

+ (1 + 2;fc6Ap) 5^QC^p} n = P 

gi<;6Zn _ gjfcfc^-I 

0 n > m 

giMn-l 

n < m 

d<tn 
qumi^) = ' 

0 n <m 

g-jkbZn _ Q- jkbZn -1 n > m 

g-ife|>Zn yj — m 

7.3 Habashy Model 

For the Habashy model the scattered electric field {z < 0) is given by 

£;(^) « e-'''"'r„(2')<iz' 
Jin 

(7.18) 



The Jacobian Jip is therefore given by 

where 

and 

+ 

h 
jo 

^ r 

1  ̂

/Ap 

n=l rf<To 
:'„{2')d2'| 

(/<r, 
•r,w = -[r„(ar)i^^(r.(z))-' 
I aa„ 

{tm)-' = 
da. 

1 
2(76 

g-ikbZ ^jkbZp _ gifcfcZp-i^ p < n 

p > n 

2 I q'~'j^b^p p — jij 

7.4 Extended Habashy Model 
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(7.19) 

(7.20) 

In case of the Extended Habashy model, the Jacobian J/p for 2 < 0 is given by 

+ 

where using equation (4.27) we obtain 

= 2£;n^)(i-r„(2))—r„(2) 
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+ r„(z) / 
j^p 

+ e-''»l'-''l^r„(z')<bj (7.21) 

We note that 

^r„(z) (7.22) 

is the same for the Habcishy approximation. 

This completes the inversion formulations. In the next chapter, we will present 

some results of extensive numericaJ experiments. We wish to state here that the 

formulation adopted here is simple and straightforward. There are other inversion 

techniques that others have used. Kleinman [40] was able to reconstruct sharp dis

continuities using the total variational method of [38, 39]. The Occam's method that 

we have applied here is a "smoothest" method. Hence we cannot reconstruct sharp 

discontinuities. However the Occam's method will always indicate any change in the 

conductivity profile. It is a known fact that bandlimited electromagnetic radiation 

cannot detect step changes in conductivity profiles. Thus our method is consistent 

with the physical limitations of the experimental system. One difficulty in simul

taneous reconstruction of dielectric constant and conductivity is that the complex 

conductivity is frequency dependent. This presents numerical computational prob

lems, particularly very difficidt to handle even with the subspace technique proposed 

in [30, 27], 
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CHAPTER 8 

Numerical Inversion 

We next present some results from extensive numerical inversions performed using 

the formulation developed in the Chapter 7. The inversions axe performed on vari

ous types of piecewise constcint conductivity profiles, which are shown in Figure 6.1, 

and the linear profile. Our most investigated profile is the "inclusion" type. This is 

because we consider this particular profile as a realistic approximation to some prac

tical situations. Quite often in geophysical prospecting where inversion techniques 

are greatly utilized, the exact boundary of any discontinuity in conductivity profile 

is imknown. Also in non-destructive testing, the exact location of the anomaly is 

not known a priori. Hence the "inclusion" profile gives the most practical situation. 

We also investigate the effects of frequency and amplification fax:tor in uneven slab 

partitioning on resolution of the reconstructed conductivity profile. These investiga

tions are limited to the "inclusion" profile only. We will also present results for linear 

conductivity profiles. 

In all our inversion experiments, we employ scattered electric field at the mea

surement boundary z = 0, which is equivalent to the reflection coefficient. For 

the piecewise constant profile we generated the synthetic measured data using the 
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transmission-line formulation. The data is then contaiminated with Gaussian white-

noise of zero rnejm and 5% standard deviation. This is used for jdl our inversions. 

We now present some of the inversion results. 

8.1 Piecewise constant profile 

The first conductivity reconstruction was performed on the constant profile. The 

homogeneous backgroimd conductivity (<Tfr) and dielectric constant (cj) are l .Os/m 

and 1.0 respectively. These are the typical values used for most of the reconstruc

tions presented. Data is sampled at frequencies distributed logarithmically between 

a minimum frequency of lO.OHz and a maximum frequency fm which is selected 

individuzdly for each inversion. We select the maximimi frequency based on the max

imum frequency at which the models accurately simulate the noiseless data. The 

reconstruction for the "uniform" piecewise constant profile is shown in Figure 8.1. 

The maximum frequency fm utilized in this reconstruction is IQ.OK Hz. A slab-width 

of 4.0m is used in all the reconstructions. We observe from the figure that the Ado-

pley model produced the best reconstruction with the Habashy model providing the 

least accurate. We also note from the figure that the error in reconstruction increases 

progressively from the leading edge of the slab, in case of the Adopley model. This 

is aot the case for the other models. In fact, the error from the Extended-Habashy 

model peaks up approximately at midpoint within the slab and decreases towards 
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Reconstructed Conductivity: (Max-Freq = 1e+04) 

— Exact 

Habashy 

— - Adopley 

— Ex-Habashy 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 
Slab-Axis (m): (Amp-Factor= 1:Bkgmd: epsilon= 1; sigma= 1) 

Figure 8.1: Constant Profile Reconstruction 
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the edges. The Habashy model on the other hand showed nearly uniform error distri

bution over the slab width. In the constant profile inversion, we observe greater error 

in profile reconstruction with higher firequencies. Figure 8.2 shows reconstruction 

of a left-step conductivity profile. The maximum frequency used in this inversion 

is O.lOMHz. We note that the Adopley model provides the best inversion results 

followed by the Extended-Habashy model. The Adopley model eilso gave the best 

indication of the jump location in the conductivity profile. In this particular recon

struction, we have observed the Adopley model to be sensitive to initial guesses in 

the inversion. It was noted that if the initial guess of the profile is not of the same 

order of magnitude as the background conductivity profile, the inversion does not 

always converge. This we attribute to the formulation of the model. As was noted 

earlier in Chapter 2, the first iterative process in the formulation of the Adopley 

model is the Bom approximation. This puts a limit on the magnitude of the contrast 

between the homogeneous background and slab profiles. Hence we have to be very 

aware of this limitation which is inherent in the formulation. Our observation is that, 

when the initial guess is more thsui two orders of magnitude or less than two orders 

of magnitude from the background profile, we most often experienced convergence 

problems. Indeed, the minimization gets trapped in a local minimimi. This is easily 

detectable eis the values axe very high and oscillate erratically between iterations. 

This is not the case for the Habashy and the Extended-Habashy models. These axe 

very insensitive to initizd guesses. It is noted for these two models that if the model 
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converges for a particular set of starting values, then it will converge for any set of 

starting values. 

The next reconstruction is that of a right-step profile shown in Figure 8.3. We 

observe that the Habashy model produces the best reconstruction of the a discon

tinuity location, followed by the Extended-Habashy model. However, the Habashy 

model predicted a higher step value. The best general profile reconstruction is by 

the Adopley model. One should observe that the discontinuity in conductivity of 

right-step profile is greater than the one used for the left-step profile shown in Fig

ure 8.2. In general we observed that for larger discontinuities in conductivity profile, 

the Habashy model gives best prediction of its location. Also we note the overshoot 

above the discontinuity is closely correlated to its magnitude. 

Most of our nimierical investigation of the inversion algorithm is performed on 

the inclusion profile which we regard as the most realistic of any practical system. 

Hence almost all of our in-depth investigations involve the inclusion profile. The 

first two reconstructions of the inclusion profile are shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 

which portray the relative performances of the different approximation models. In 

Figure 8.4 the maximum frequency of reconstruction is O.lOMfl'z and l.OMHz for 

Figtire 8.5. At the lower frequency, the Extended-Habashy model predicted the best 

results. We observe also that the Habashy model produced a little better results than 

the Adopley model. However, for reconstruction at the higher frequency shown in 

Figure 8.5, the Adopley model seemed to have produced the overall best results. One 
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Reconstructed Conductivity: (Max-Freq = 1e+05) 
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Figure 8.2: Left-Step Profile Reconstruction 
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Reconstructed Conductivity: (Max-Freq s 1e+06) 
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Figure 8.3: Right-Step Profile Reconstruction 
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Reconstructed Conductivity: (Max-Freq = 1e+05) 
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Figure 8.4: Relative Performaince of Models in "Inclusion" Profile Reconstruction 
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Reconstructed Conductivity: (Max-Freq = 1e+06) 
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Figure 8.5: Frequency EfiFect on "Inclusion" Profile Reconstruction 
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should observe in these two figures that the resolution of the profile reconstruction 

is sharper at the higher frequency. This is a general trend. Hence, reconstructions 

should be done at the highest frequency for which convergence is possible. We also 

note that, at the higher frequency, the Habashy model yields the least resolution for 

the reconstructed profile. The Habashy model tends to give higher reconstructed 

values at the higher frequency. 

Figrires 8.6 and 8.7 show the effects of maximum frequency /m and the amplifi

cation factor in uneven slab partitioning respectively on profile reconstruction. We 

have employed the "inclusion" profile in these studies. The maximum frequencies of 

investigation for Figure 8.6 axe O.lOAfifz, O.SOAfff^ and l.OMHZ. We observe an 

increase in profile resolution for higher maximum frequencies. We also note higher 

reconstructed vaJues for higher frequencies. In Figure 8.7 we show reconstruction 

using different amplification fax:tors in the uneven element slab partitioning. In the 

figure, the 1-label is for uniform element sizes, where each element is the same size. 

The 1.02-label shows that the amplification factor used in the uneven element slab 

partitioning is 1.02. This is true also for the 1.05-label. Our observation is that, 

the element size has very little influence on the magnitude of the predicted values. 

However, we note a general shift of the reconstructed profile to the right. This we 

can attribute to the cheinge in the element location due to increase in element size 

towards the trailing edge of the slab. In general, the uneven elements tend to predict 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Habashy): (Frequency Effects) 
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Figure 8.6: Frequency Effect on Profile Reconstniction for Habashy Model 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Habashy): (Element Effects) 
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the leading edge of the slab better than the uniform elements but also give a worse 

prediction of the trailing edge. 

Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show plots of frequency and uneven elements effects respec

tively for the Adopley model. The observations noted for the Habaahy model also 

hold for the Adopley model. In addition we note a close prediction for the 0.5MHz 

and l.OMHz results. The maximum overshoot above the exact profile appears to 

be less for the Adopley model. The next two plots in Figures 8.10 and 8.11 show 

the same frequency and uneven elements effects for the Extended-Habashy model. 

The general trend observed for the Adopley and Habashy models also apply to the 

Extended-Habashy model. 

The last three figures presented for the piecewise constant profile are for compar

ing the relative performance of the individual models. The profile for Figiire 8.12 is 

more complex than those of our previous investigation. It is a combination of right-

step, inclusion and left-step. The reconstruction is fairly accurate not withstanding 

the complexity of the profile. We note a larger oscillation about the true profile 

for the Extended-Habashy and Habashy models. The Adopley model predicted a 

smoother profile. All models predict the generzil contour of the conductivity profile 

fairly well. In Figure 8.13 the "inclusion" is reversed to produce a depression in the 

conductivity profile. The three models were able to indicate the conductivity depres

sion quite accurately. However we observed some distinct differences in each model 

performance. The Adopley model predicts the conductivity profile at the slab leading 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Adopley): (Frequency Effects) 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Adopley): (Element Effects) 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Extended Hat}ashy): (Frequency Effects) 
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Figure 8.10: Frequency Effect on Profile Reconstruction for Extended-Habzishy Model 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Extended Habashy); (Element Effects) 
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Figure 8.11: Uneven-Partition Element Effects on Profile Reconstruction for 
Extended-Habashy Model 
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Reconstructed Conductivity: (Max-Freq = 1e+06) 
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Figure 8.12: Complex Profile Reconstruction 
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Reconstructed Conductivity: (Max-Freq = le+OS) 
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Figiire 8.13: Inverse Profile Reconstruction 
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Reconstructed Conductivity; (Max-Freq = 1e+06) 
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edge better than the Habashy and the Extended-Habashy models. However, at the 

slab trailing edge, the Habashy and the Extended Habashy predicted better results. 

The Extended-Habashy predicts the a depression with a little shift to the left while 

the Adopley and the Habashy predict with a little shift to the right. In Figure 8.14 

we investigated the effect of background conductivity on model performance. The 

three models predicted roughly the same results. The Habashy model predicted a 

peak value a little less than the other models. However we also observe that all the 

models predicted peak values less than the actual peak values at maximvun frequency 

of l.QMHz employed in the investigation. This is a general observation that for very 

low conductivity backgroimd, we require higher maximum frequencies for accurate 

profile reconstruction. We also note that with lower conductivity backgroimd, the 

rajige of conductivity contrast reconstruction increases. All the observations noted 

above are fundamentally governed by the mfiximum frequency at which each model 

is capable of accurate field simulation. It was generally observed that if the model 

cannot simulate the field accurately at all the sampling frequencies used, then we 

experience instabilities in reconstruction. In the next section we present our results 

of conductivity reconstruction for the linear profile. 

8.2 Linear profile reconstruction 

The linear profile reconstruction was performed on synthetic measured data, sim

ulated using the Habashy approximation. As we recall, the exact solution of the 
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line2tt' profile was obtained in terms of Airy  functions of the first and second kinds. 

For complex argiunents, it was impossible to generate accrirate and reliable results 

from the numerical routines available to us. Furthermore, we could not obtain tab

ulated results of any kind for the Airy functions with complex sirguments. Hence it 

was preictically impossible to attach any validity to numbers generated with complex 

arguments. In the light of this we felt obliged to adopt one of the approximation rou

tines for use in generating the measured data. Our logical choice was the Habashy 

approximation which is the very basis of this work. It is therefore imperative to keep 

in mind that our synthetic measured data have some inherent threshold error from 

the approximate simulation. 

As was the case for the piecewise constant profile, we added 5% noise to the gen

erated measured data. This sets the minimum contamination noise-level at 5%. The 

inversion was performed using all three approximate formulations. The present in

version was limited to real conductivity profiles of the slab (cj = €&). The first two 

illustrations in Figiires 8.15 and 8.16 show the relative performance of the individual 

approximations for two different background and conductivity slopes. The homoge

neous backgrotmd has c = 1, <t = 0.10 in Figure 8.15 and a = 1.0 in Figure 8.16. 

The slab has e = 1 and <r-slope of 0.002s/m^ in Figure 8.15 and O.ls/m^ in Fig

ure  8 .16 .  The  maximum f requenc ies  used  a re  l .QMHz fo r  F igure  8 .15  jmd  O. lMHz  

for Figure 8.16. All parameters used in the inversion are shown in the figures. It 

is interesting to note that, even though the data are simulated using the Habashy 
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Figure 8.15: Model Accurax:ies in Profile Reconstruction 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Adopley): (Frequency Effects) 
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Figure 8.17: Frequency Effects on Profile Reconstruction Using the Adopley Model 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Adopfey); (Element Effects) 
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Figure 8.18: Uneven-Paxtition Element Effects on Profile Reconstruction Using the 
Adopley model 
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approximation, the Adopley and the Extended Habashy approximation produced a 

more accurate reconstruction in Figure 8.15. In Figure 8.16, the reconstruction is 

very similar for all models. Figures 8.17 and 8.18, show the effects of frequency 

and imeven partition element-size on the reconstruction respectively for the Adopley 

model. In Figure 8.17, the legend has two nimibers below the extict-profile label. The 

first number is the maximum frequency of reconstruction, eind the second number is 

the amplification factor applied in the imeven element partitioning of the slab. The 

amplification number signifies the minimum element eunplification for which reason

able reconstruction can be obtained. We observed that, for higher frequencies of 

reconstruction, element amplification becomes important for reasonable reconstruc

tion. From our plots, we note that the accuracy of reconstruction tends to be better 

at higher frequencies when the ciccuraxry of the simulated data is within the error 

limit. In Figure 8.18, the maodmum frequency of reconstruction is O.lMHz and we 

note that the amplification factor does not make much difference in the eiccuracy of 

reconstruction. 

Frequency and partition element-size effects on reconstruction are shown for the 

Habashy model in Figures 8.19 eind 8.20 respectively. In Figure 8.19 we note better 

reconstruction at lower frequencies. However, we also note that the eimplification 

factor is the same at all frequencies of reconstruction. The influence of amplification 

factor is negligible at the frequency of reconstruction show in Figure 8.20. 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Habashy): (Frequency Effects) 
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Figure 8.19: Frequency Effects on Profile Reconstruction Using the Habeishy Model 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Habashy); (Element Effects) 
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Figure 8.20: Uneven-PaJtition Element Effects on Profile Reconstruction Using the 
Habashy Model 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Extended Habashy): (Frequency Effects) 
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Figure 8.21: Frequency Effects on Profile Reconstruction Using the Extended 
Habashy Model 
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Reconstructed Conductivity (Extended Habashy): (Element Effects) 
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Figure 8.22: Uneven-Partition Element Effects on Profile Reconstruction Using the 
Extended Habashy Model 
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A set of plots showing the effects of frequency and paxtition element-size are 

given in Figures 8.21 and 8.22 for the Extended Habashy model. In Figxire 8.22, 

the amplification factors are lower than those used for the Habashy jmd Adopley 

models. This is due primarily to instabilities when higher amplification factors are 

used. We observe that the uniform partition appears to provide better reconstruction. 

We particuliirly note that the Extended Habashy is the most prone to numerical 

error. This we attribute to the double numerical integration required. This is also 

responsible for the model being the slowest. 

The last plot presented in Figure 8.23 shows a typicfJ rate of convergence using 

the Adopley model. The maximum frequency of reconstruction is O.IMjH'z. The 

background medimn has Cfc = 1.0 eind Cb = l.Os/m. The conductivity profile of the 

slab has a slope of O.ls/m^. The slab has a width of 4.0m. The niunber of elements is 

8 which are of uniform size. From chi statistics, the expected value is 8.0 and one of 

the conditions for convergence is chi < 8.0. We note that eifter the first iteration, the 

X value is 11.27 and 0.06676 cifter the second iteration when the routine converges. 
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Rate of Convergence [Adopley]: (Max-Freq = 1e+05) 
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Figure 8.23: Rate of Convergence at each Iteration in Profile Reconstruction Using 
the Adopley model 
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CHAPTER 9 

Future Work 

Our immediate plans for the future are to extend the investigation on the localized 

approximation to three dimensions. Below we present a general three-dimensional 

formulation as communicated to us by Habashy [20]. Although this fonnulation is 

not ours, we include it for future reference, with permission. 

9.1 The Extended Born Approximation for 3-D Modeling (An Iterative 

Approach) 

The wave equation for the electric field is given by 

V X V X E{r )  — k^{r )E{ f ) i  =  — V x M(r)  (9.1) 

which can be cast as follows: 

V X V X E{f )  -  klE{ f )  =  k ldr { f )E i f )  +  k lS{ f )  (9.2) 

where 

k^{f)  = ju}ho<r{f)  (9.3) 

k^  =  juf lo<Th  (9.4) 
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^•(r) = — 1 (9.5) 
0"6 

5(f) = 1 J(f) - Iv X M(f) (9.6) 
( t l ,  fcj 

J(f) aad M{f) axe the electric and magnetic impressed sources, respectively, cr(f) is 

the actual complex conductivity distribution and at is a constant complex conduc

tivity of a homogeneous background medium. We introduce a Dyadic Green function 

governed by the following equation: 

V X V X gbif ,  r') - klgbif ,  f )  = kfls i f ,  f ' )  (9.7) 

The solution of equation (9.7) can be represented in the following form: 

[fci?+VV]s(f,f') (9.8) 

and g{ f ,  f') is the scalar Green's function governed by 

V^<7( f ,  f ' )  +  k lg { f ,  f ' )  =  -S { f ,  r ' )  (9.9) 

and is given by the following expression: 

We represent the solution of equation (9.2) in terms of the dyadic Green's function 

of equation (9.7) as follows: 

eif)  = ek{f)+f df 'dbif , f ' ) -e{f) ,  f^vs 

= &(r) + + VV) • f ' ) E ( f ) ,  f  £  V ,  

(9.11) 
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where Vs is the support of 5'(r) and Bt(f) is the response in the baxdcground medium 

and it the solution to the following wave equation: 

V X V X A(f) - = k ^ S ( f )  (9.12) 

which can be solved in Dyadic Green's function form £is follows: 

Et(f) = /  dfSiCr, f )  • §(•=") (9.13) 

One of the steindcird approaches in solving equation (9.11) is by repeated iteration 

resulting in the Bom series (or the Neuman series): 

^(r)= E^n(f) + M^) (9.14) 
n=0 

where we only keep the first N  —  I  iterations with a residual error e N { f ) ,  and 

^o(r) = Ei{f) (9.15) 

The n"* iterate is given by 

en{f)  = i  df 'ai f ' )gb{f , f ' ) -e^. i{ f ' )  
jvg 

=  d f i a { f i ) G b { f ,  j y  d f 2 a { f 2 ) G b i r i , f 2 )  •  •  •  

•  I  < f f n _ i ^ ( r „ _ i ) d 6 ( f „ _ 2 , r „ - l )  •  /  d f n d - { f n ) d b i f n - u f n )  •  E b { f n )  
jvg «/Vj 

(9.16) 

and 

eiv(r) = i  dfia{f i)gb{f ,r i)-  f  df^ 'a{f2)^b{f] , , f2)  •  •  •  
jv ,  jv ,  

• 1  dfn^id-{fn-i)drb(fn-2,rn-i)- j  df f fa(f f f )crbi fn-i , fn)-e{fn)  

(9.17) 
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An alternative representation for the residucil ej^(r) is given by the following reoir-

rence formula: 

en(r) = / (/r'cr(f')d6(r,f')-e„_i(r') n  =  1 ,2 , - •  •  ,N  -  1 ,N  (9.18) 
JVg 

with 

eo(r) = Eir) (9.19) 

To derive an Extended Bom approximation, we apply a localization to either equa

tion (9.17) or equation (9.18) to obtciin two different approximations: 

9.1.1 Approximation (I): 

Applying a repeated loccdization approximation to equation (9.17), where: 

E { f f f )  w E{fN- i )  w •  •  •  »  E{ f2 )  w E{f i )  w E { f )  (9.20) 

we get 

eiv(f) w A7v( f )  •  E { f )  (9.21) 

where Af/lr) is a tensor given by the following ^-tuple integral: 

= i  dfia(f i )di ,{ f , f i )-  i  df2a{f2)gb{f i , f2)---
jvf  •/Vi 

•  j  d f i^^ ia - { fN^i )Gb{ fN-2 , fN- i ) -  1  <ifiv5'(fAf)G6(rAr-i,rAf) (9.22) 
jvf  jvg 

Substituting from equation (9.21) in equation (9.14), we obtain the following approx

imation for the internal electric field: 

Er^\f)^tN{f)^'^Enif) (9.23) 
n=0 
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where 

fiv(f)=[/-Mf)]' '  (9.24) 

Note that for iV = 1, the localized approximation becomes: 

^•"*(f)«fi(r).£6(f) (9.25) 

where 

f .{f) = [ ? - A .(f)]"' (9.26) 

and 

Ax(f)= /  df 'ai f ' )d, i f , f ' )  (9.27) 
jvg 

which gives the original Extended Bom approximation of [17]. 

9.1.2 Approximation (II): 

Appljdng the localized approximation to equation (9.18), we obtain 

e„(f) w ̂ (r) •  e„(f), n  =  1 ,2 ,"  •  ,N  -  I ,  N  (9.28) 

where 

n(r )=  f  d f 'a { f ' )Gb i f , f ' )  (9-29) 
jvg 

Hence, 

e„{f)^mf-Eif) (9.30) 
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Substituting from equation (9.30) in equation (9.14), we obtjiin the following approx

imation for the internal electric field: 

£••"(?) a f„(f).^'B„(f) (9.31) 
n=0 

where 

f«(r)=[ / - [n(f ))"]'' (9.32) 

we again note that for iV = 1, this localized approximation gives the original Extended 

Bom approximation of [17]. It is importeint to note that the sign convention 

used in this derivation is the negative of the one we employed in our one-dimensional 

analysis. 

We also note that, for N =  2 ,  the first approximation yields the 3-D version of 

the Adopley approximation. We reiterate that the above work was communicated 

to us from Habashy [20] and we do not cleiim any credit in its construction. We do 

however plan on performing simulations in the future based on his formulation. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Summary and Conclusions 

This works concerns the comparative performance of localized approximations in 

one-dimensional complex conductivity profile reconstruction. The integral equation 

(Chapter 2) that describes the one-dimensional electromagnetic wave propagation is 

deceptively very simple. The hidden difficulty begins to tmravel as it is rejJized that 

the elements in the integrcmd of the integral equation are nonlinearly interdependent. 

Specifically, the total internal field is a fxmction of the difference between the scatterer 

and background complex conductivity profiles. The localized approximation as Wcis 

originally proposed is extended herein and performances evaluated. 

In Chapter 3 , we developed the equations for the localized approximation and also 

for the various extensions. Also included are the Trantzmella approximation and the 

extension of the Trantanella approximation to incorporate the localized approxima

tion. In the first extension, which we denote the Adopley model, we applied the Bom 

approximation before adopting the localized approximation. A second extension, 

which we called the Extended Habashy approximation, was developed by iterating 

the localized approximation once. We showed how the Adopley approximation can 

be obtained as a special case from one of two generalized localized approximations 
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using the extended Bom approximation. However, the Extended Habashy could not 

be immediately extracted from any of the two generalized localized approximations. 

We concluded the chapter by investigating the implications of homogeneous complex 

conductivity background. It was proved that for the inversion of a lossy media, the 

background medium has to be lossy also. 

In Chapter 6 we carried out simulations of the internal and external field of the slab 

problem with the various approximations developed. For low contrast between the 

backgroimd and slab complex conductivities, all the approximations gave excellent re

sults. The results were compared against the exact simulations from transmission-line 

solution. Generally, for very low loss systems the Adopley approximation provided 

the best results. When the system becomes very lossy the Habashy and the Extented 

Habashy provided the best results, with a slight edge on acctiracy from the Extended 

Habashy model if numerical noise is negligible. Generally, the Trantanella approx

imation provided very good restilts. The chapter ended with relative comparisons 

of the various approximations for lossy linear profiles. Generally, all approximations 

performed well at moderate frequencies of simulations. We also found that the max

imum frequency of accurate field simulation incre<ises with decrease in conductivity 

contrast. 

We developed the smoothest (Occam's) inversion algorithm in Chapter 7. The 

edgorithm involves a minimization of the model roughness functional, subject to con

straint on the magnitude of a weighted least-squcires criterion between the measiired 
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and predicted data. In Chapter 8 we applied the inversion algorithm to synthetic 

data. Two profiles were tised in the numericid inversions, viz: the piecewise constant 

profile and the linear profile. The reconstructions were very promising. We note, 

however, that we could not reconstruct very sharp contrasts in conductivity profiles 

exactly. This is because Occam's inversion method is L2 norm dependent. In general 

for very low loss profiles the Adopley model gives the best reconstruction. For high 

contrast in profile conductivities between the homogeneous background cind the slab, 

the best reconstruction are firom the Habashy and the extended Habashy models. We 

note that the Adopley model diverges when the conductivity contrast gets too large. 

Also, we observed that the contrast level for accurate reconstruction for the Adop

ley model decreases with increase in background conductivity. Concerning speed of 

performamce, the Habashy model was the fcistest. We noted the Extended Habashy 

model to be very slow when the number of unknowns exceeds 20. This we attribute 

to the numerical computation of the internal field. The Adopley model performed at 

moderate speed, slower than Habashy. 

One limitation from the present work is that the inversion was restricted to real 

conductivity profiles only. This is because of the frequency dependence of the com

plex conductivity with subsequent high differences in orders of magnitude for the 

imaginary part of the complex conductivity. One way to circumvent this may be to 

adopt the subspace technique proposed in [26, 27]. This we recommend as future 
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work. Also we have not investigated the performance of the second generalized lo

calized approximation beyond the one-term approximation. This we intend to follow 

up in the very near future. 
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